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Introduction 

This Process Control Program describes the dewatering of wet radioactive 

waste solids from liquid systems at the Duane Arnold Energy Center and 

packaging the waste in suitable containers for burial.  

Wet wastes are those wastes produced from the liquid radwaste treatment 

system. These wastes may typically be described as resins (bead and 

powdered), filter material, waste sludges, and filter precoat media. The 

wastes included in this program are specifically those containing nuclides 

with a radioactive half-life greater than 5 years and a concentration in 

the resin of greater than 1Ci/m 3. The dewatering process removes liquid 

from the waste to meet the criterion in 10 CFR Parts 61.56 (a)(3) and 

61.56 (b)(2) for free-standing liquid. Stability is provided by a high 

integrity container (HIC) as authorized by Part 61.56 (b)(1).  

Vendor 

Pacific Nuclear Systems, Inc. through its operating subsidiaries Nuclear 

Packaging, Inc. and NuPac Services, Inc. is a vendor of dewatering and 

packaging services of the high integrity containers used at the DAEC.  

Nuclear Packaging, Inc. Topical Report No. TP-02-P-A, Rev. 1, has been 

reviewed by the NRC and accepted for reference by the licensee. The 
acceptance letter and NRC Safety Evaluation Report are included as 

Attachment A.  
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Dewatering System Description

The NuPac Dewatering Unit is a portable or permanent in-plant system 
containing all necessary equipment and controls for removing the free 
water from ion-exchange resins and filter media. It consists of a 
dewatering fill bead, a piping skid, a blower skid, a water chiller, a 
control system and the necessary interconnecting hoses .and cables. Figure 
1 is a diagram of the dewatering system as it is typically configured.  

The NuPac Dewatering unit is designed to interface with NuPac's line of 
disposable containers. These containers will be furnished with factory 
installed internals functionally identical to those used during 
qualification testing. The internals will be free-standing and 
self-supporting, without protuberances which might, (in case of 
polyethylene containers) damage the container.  

The dewatering fillhead serves as the interface between the dewatering 
equipment and the disposable container. The lower portion of the fillhead 
has a set of doors which allow easy access for connecting to, and 
disconnecting from the container internals, The fillhead seals to the 
upper portion of the neck of the container and is held in place by 
gravity.  

The upper portion of the dewatering fillhead is divided into a piping 
section and an enclosed electronics section. The piping section is the 
connection point for all hoses to and from the fillhead and includes a 
manual isolation valve for the waste line. This valve prevents any 
material remaining in the waste hose from spilling during movement of the 
fillhead to and from the container.  

ONLY'mMA~O 
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The electronics section is enclosed and waterproof. It houses the 
fillhead instrumentation and the CCTV Camera and light. It also serves to 
interface the control system and the container.  

The piping skid houses the water separator, the dewater pump, the valve 
manifold and the.relative humidity instrument. It is the interface 
between the dewatering fillhead, the blower skid, the water chiller and 
the plant. The relative humidity instrument is of the optical chilled 
mirror type and is used to directly measure the dew point and temperature 
of the air stream. The relative humidity monitor is located near the 
control panel.  

The blower skid supplies the correct temperature and quantity of air to 
facilitate drying of the resin, and is operated after the bulk of the 
water has been removed. It is equipped with temperature instrumentation, 
interlocked such that it will shut down automatically on high temperature.  
Air is continuously circulated in a loop from the blower to the container 
and back to the blower again through the water separator. During this 
process, air is bled.off the discharge of the blower as required to 
maintain a slightly less than atmospheric pressure on the container. The 
air passes through a HEPA filter prior to entering the plant ventilation 
system.  

The water chiller is a weather proof, free-standing unit, used to cool the 
air as it passes through the water separator enroute to the blower. This 
prevents over heating of the blower as well as serving to condense the 
water vapor in the air stream, aiding the resin drying process.  

The control system consists of a control panel which contains all the 
necessary controls and interlocks for safe and efficient operation of the 
system plus a CCTV system used to monitor container operations and a 
radiation monitor with a detector probe mounted on the waste inlet line.
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Operation 

The radioactive wastes that are dewatered and packaged in a HIC for 
disposal are normally, but not limited to, wastes from.the condensate 
phase separators, reactor water cleanup phase separators, waste sludge 
tank, spent resiR tank, or concentrated waste tank. Wastes from any of 
the above mentionded systems are piped to a waste holding tank which is 
piped directly to the vendor's equipment.  

The HIC is filled from the plants' transfer system until the solids level 
in the container reaches the maximum level. A combination of level 
detection instrumentation and a remote TV camera installed in the fillhead 
give the operator indication of container levels. An automatic isolation 
valve will close on a HiHi level alarm to prevent overfilling the 
container.  

After the Tiner is filled the pumpable water is removed using the 
dewatering pump. Specific procedures for processing bead or powdered 
resin provide operating parameters for the pumpdown cycle.  

When all of the pumpable water is removed as indicated by pump suction 
pressure, the blower and chiller are started to begin the drying cycle.  
The blower adds warm dry air to the resin bed and this air stream picks up 
moisture during transit through the resin bed. The warm moist air then is 
directed to the entrainment separator tank where refrigeration coils 
cause the moisture to condense. This condensate is removed by the 
dewatering pump.  

FORItNFORATO 
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The air entering the entrainment separator tank is periodically monitored 
for % rel-ative humidity. After the dewatering pump has completed its 
required pumping time and the % relative humidity is below the 
predetermined endpoint the liner is considered to be dewatered.  

Prior to shipment of processed containers the radwaste group will perform 
an independent verification that the container is dewatered by.pulling a 
vacuum on a tube.installed on the bottom of the HIC.  

Essential Waste Characteristics and Verification 

The requisite characteristics of the radioactive waste addressed by this 
Process Control Program are stated in 10 CFR Part 61.56 

The wastes subject to the process control plan are from sources within the 
DAEC that are well characterized and gener-a-ly recognized as meeting the 
essential qualities of Part 61.56 (a), other than (a)(3). By knowing the 
source and kind of each of the subject wastes, IELP is able to ensure that 
the qualities of the wastes continue to meet the requirements of Part 
61.56 (a), other than (a)(3), and are compatible with the HIC itself. In 
addition, the DAEC's chemical control program helps prevent listed 
substances from being admitted into the waste streams that are deposited 
into the HIC.  

Nuclear Packaging's Process Control Procedures are used during the initial 
waste stream characterization to verify that DAEC waste is similar to that 
waste used during the system qualification and testing program. After 
each waste is characterized the NuPac Process Engineer will determine the 
minimum pumping time for each waste stream and provide-the endpoint 
determination curves for the relative humidity calculation. If any waste 
stream changes occur which will cause the characterization to be invalid 
(i.e. change of resin manufacturer or oil intrusion) the waste stream must 
be analyzed and the characterization performed again.  
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10 CFR Part 61.56 (b) includes provisions for stability of radioactive 
waste after its disposal. For wastes covered by this PCP, Iowa Electric 
intends to provide the stability by placing the waste in a high integrity 
container that will be stable after disposal as authorized in Part 61.56 
(b)(1).  

Both 10 CFR Parts 61.56 (a)(3) and 61.56 (b)(2) require as little 
free-standing and noncorrosive liquid as is reasonably achievable and no 
more than 1% of the volume of the waste when the waste is in a disposal 
container designed to ensure stability. Iowa Electric intends to 
accomplish this by dewatering as described herein and to perform 
surveillance to assure that it has been done. For a given type of waste, 
the operating procedure requires the dewatering system be operated for 
stated time interval(s). Dewatering is considered complete when the 
relative humidity of the air stream leaving the liner is below a 
predetermined valve and the required drying time is completed. The 
conditions stated in the procedure have been demonstrated by the Nuclear 
Packaging Qualification Testing of the dewatering service to achieve less 
than 1% free-standing water in the waste.  

High Integrity Container 

Wastes covered by this PCP will be packaged in Nuclear Packaging HICs.  
The containers have been certified by the South Carolina Bureau of 
Radiological Health for the intended use. C of C number DHEC-PL-012.  
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Each container will be visually inspected before use for acceptable 
condition of: 

1. Sealing components, 
2. Exterior surface, 
3. Internal- filter assemblies, 
4. Lifting equipment.  

After filling and dewatering has been completed, the fill port opening in 
the container is closed in accordance with written procedures. The 
procedure requires verification that the closure gasket is in place and 
that the threaded fill port lid is tightened to a specified torque value.  

Quality Assurance 

Control of the dewatering and packaging processes is maintained by 
conducting these operations according to written procedures addressing HIC 
inspection prior to filling, the dewatering process, HIC closure, and cask 
loading. The vendor verifies and documents that key steps have been 
performed.  

Iowa Electric maintains assurance that dewatering and packaging is 
performed as intended by separately verifying and documenting that the key 
steps were performed.  

Iowa Electric's quality assurance program is subject to 10 CFR Part 50, 
Apendix B, as applied to dewatering and packaging of radioactive waste.  
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Administration 

The Radiation Protection Department maintains or requires the vendor to 

maintain procedures which will ensure that all applicable requirements are 

met prior to shipment of radioactive-wastes. Iowa Electric Light.and 
Power will review applicable vendor's operating procedures before 

authorizing the vendor to dewater radioactive waste. Site specific 

procedures developed by the vendor for the DAEC will be reviewed by the 

Operations Committee. Processing procedures internal to the vendor will 

be reviewed and approved by the vendor. The Radwaste Group of the 
Radiation Protection Department is responsible for ensuring compliance 
with the PRCP, for Vendor oversight and record keeping.  

At least every 24 months, Iowa Electric Light and Power will audit the 
radwaste Process Control Program and operating procedures that implement 
it (in accordance with Technical Specification.6.5.2.8.j.). Any-change to 
the Process Control Program will be made in accordance with Technical 
Specification 6.15, approved by the Plant Superintendent - Nuclear, 
reviewed by the Operations Committee, and submitted to the NRC in the next 
Semi-Annual Radioactive Material Release Report after the change is made.  

Training 

Before the vendor employee performs a dewatering or packaging procedure 
that is subject to this PCP, they must have received relevant training, 
and Iowa Electric must have received documented information of their 
training along with a statement of their qualifications.  

References 

1. DAEC Radwaste Handling Procedures 

2. Proprietary Topical Report No. TP-02-P-A, Rev.1, covering Nuclear 
Packaging, Inc. Dewatering System 
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NUCL2AN R~ILA4cMV mml~ h 

Rr. Richard T. Hasisia, President e1Vi 
Nuclear Packmaing, Inc.  
1010 souti namt street 
Federal Way.lWashinqun 98003 SE? 16 ISSS 
Dowe or. 11a8lsi a: 

SUJECT: ACCEMIPIX! FOR2 REMNICNG OF LIC:fs1Na TfPTCAL PFPMM, Tp-o.-2 
RE':!SION 1. *IUJCLEAR PACXAGING. INC. aEIMATlrG SYSMOI 

We Nave ccamiated nur reVInw of' the lubject boicl reot Jubuittd 
Nuclear Pga~eqlng 0nC. by letter dateed Auau:t 6, 199a. We find the reoor to be acearable for i.If!rencina in liafit water reactor Iiceril, goolic:tions to the extfuy? som'ed and under the littIois deilnested in the roort and tieR associated MAC evaluation, whic± is enclosm~. The evaluarion defines thu basil for acceounmwnf the reort.. We will require that aoollc~ntI or li cansees wmo reference tis toolcal 'mui dp-.(ino their own prearso for classifymng wests In Accordance With 10 C.q ?Sr- 1 etin6.  

We do not intend to meaut our review of. -,In =ar- deribe In the resn'-t and found acceatable wnen the readyr. aooears as a reference in li cense 
adullc"atii, eacut to assure that the -materipi Dresented is soollcabie to the soecific olant inveived. Our &cc--otanc aipiles only to the matters described in the recort.  

In acCordancP with orecadurps established in WERG-09c., it Is reuusted thar Puclee,. ?'aCkeqin, Inc. Dubli sh acceated versions of this reourt, pruov-ets,and non I"Ptwr, within three months of recelot of this letter. The r 
accoted vmwnions sha."! Incoroorate this letter and the enclosed evaluation betWew" the Zitle oace and the abtraC. The accented ve-slors snall include ant -A (designatina ac: a-'ed foulawinq IM~ recort identification s'noal.  
Sbnuld our crltari a or regulations changisuet-that our conclusions as to the acceoitability of the resort are I'ival'dated. Nuclear Packaging. Inc. and/or the acolicants referencing the thilcal reoot-: will bip exoncted to revise and resuhuit their resoect-Ive dacimeunution, or tutm~t justi1fication for the continued effectiv., aonlicsftillt7 of the tooical revori: without revision of their resgec-ive docuxmttIon.  

- Cecil G. Thomaes, 0h1ef 
Standareiratton and Soecial 

* Projects Branch 
Division of Licensing 
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SAFETY EVALUATTON ;E=MR?

;Apart Number

Report Title: 

Oignating Organization: 

Reviewed by-

TP-OZ-P, Rev. 1 

Nuclear Packaging Oewataring Systm 

Nuclear Packaging. Inc., Federal Way, WA 

Meteorology and Effluent Tresant Sranch, OSI. NRR

t.0 INrTRODUCH!ON 

The Nuclear Packaging Oewatering System (the IUPAC Sys.am) utilizes dewataring 

equipment and disposable waste containers to dewater radioactlve spent bead 

and powdered resins, and filter precoats. The aewatering process uses an 

air-driven positive dls;iacement pump to obtain a continuous suction on a 
wasts container to remove the bulk of free water. Then, the air blower 

recirculates air throuqft the waste container and water separstor to facilitate 
drying of the resin. These processes remve pummable liquid from the waste 

container to a predecarwined end. point In accoruance with the NUPAC process 
control program to meet the free standin fiauid criteria set forth in Section 

61. Si(a)(3) of. I CS Part 61. Yacuum gauges are provided at eac waste 
outlet connection and manifold.. Jhie water remved fro a wasta container is 
returned to the user's liquid redwaste systes.  

The review of the NiUPAC System, which was dnductad in accordance with Section 

L1.L of the Standard Review Plan (SEP), included the waste container internal 

design drawings. descriptive Information on the dawataring operation.
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equipaen description, process concraldogras, and qualtiy assurance 
program. The duentaring process treats vet radioactive wasta to smet 
requirements in fRC Branch Technical Position, E-33 11., Revision 2 in 
SRP Section 11.4. The proCESs IS not itended to glet the waste stability 
form or classification reoairemem in 10 C-R Part 61.  

Nuclear Packaqing submittad sezarata topical reports on High Intagrity 
Containers for "RC review and approval. In these reviews by the Join stat, 
the Strctural intaqrity of the NUPAC cgntainers is being evaluated to ensure 
long-tarm Isolation of low-level radioactive yasta. fre the soil environment.  

Z.0 EVALUATTON 

The design and operation of the MUPAC Systm are described in detail In the 
NUPAC Tapical Reort. TP-2-P, Rev. 0 and Rev. I dated Auaust 6, 184 and 
June 2!, LB8 respectively. In the staffs evaluation of the NUPAC Systam, 
the staff considered: 

(1) The process control program to assure emaleta dentaw ing of letO solid 
iadwasta.  

(2p Design provisions incorporated in the eonipment and syta design to 
reauca leakage and contro. and monitor releases of radioacive effluents 
to the environmen.  
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(3) The quality assuranc progrem for the design, fabrication and testing of 
the syste.  

(4) Typical Interfaces with the reactor plant.  
(5) Waste container internal design.  
(6) Povisions to control potential exothermic reacion In datering Ion 

exchange resin.  

(7) Radiation protaction design features.  

The NUPAC System consists of a dewacring waste container, a dewataring pump, an off-gas vent unit, a Cmntainer level indicator, a waste fill head, a water 
searator with water chiller unit, an air blower, a relative humdity 
instrmant. a control panel, and Intarcannecting piping and valves.  

Aftr, t radwasta fro the user's plant is charged Into a NUPAC waste 
container. dawatering Is achieved with contInuous suction an a waste container 
provided by the dewatarna pump. The residual free water in the wagga 
container is removed by recirculatIon of drying air provided by the air blower.  Yartous types and numverl of f.11tars are used within the waste container in dli~er"et cnfigurations to retain Spant main and filter precoat umIterials.  
Water removed from the wasta cntainer is returned to the user's liquid 
radwaste systam.  

The dewatering pul is onersted for given tie intervals in accordance with the IlPAC process Control program. The pumping tie, y rang. frog eight to 
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sixteen hours depending upon type of wastas and wast containers. After most 

of the free water in the waste container has been' reaved, drying air is 

continuously rteirculated in a loop frm the. air blower to the waste container 

through the water separator to rave any residual free water in the wests 

container. The ?UPAC System Is provided with tenpar are instrumentacion 

which is interlocked to automatically shut domn the deustaring process an high 

air temerature due to potential exothermic rectian in dewatering ion 

exchanqeresin.  

The waste container is considertd dewatered when the volume of collectable 

liquid.and relative humidity in the retirculating drying air meet the 

acceptancA Criteria specified in the IfUPAC process control program. A 

relative humidity ifnstiet and. onitor are provided to remotaly and 

continuously monitor the wasta container outlet air. This instinament is used 

to establish positive ad point to the dewatering process.  

The tooical rport describes NUPAC generic Procass Control Programs (PCPs) for 

dewatering spent bead resin Ind filtr aretoats for dfmatering to ensure that 

the daeatered waste Containers meet the free standing liquid criteria set 

forth in Section 61.5i(a)(3) of 10 CPR Part Si. The PCs are develooed based 
on the actual test results an drainable liquid obtained from dewaterinq waste 

containers and from the subsequent road tests on dewcerel wasta containers.
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- NRC APPROVAL AND SAFETY EVALUATION 
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111e: staff reviewed the NUPAC dewataring teat Procedures and Its results, 
detailed dewaterinq operating and mainttnanag .9rocedures;- and accuotancs 
criteria described in the topical report. The staff finds the NUPAC.  

acpa c citri and dawtering tust results most the free standing 1liquid 

criteria in 10.CPR Part 61 and NRC granch Technmical Phsltion EMS 11-3. Rev. Z 
and therefore. the staff finds the XUPAC PC~s to be acteptable.  

No-jamrnye or liquid tudmastas are released to toe Lvivirulmt frem the NUPAC 
dewataring opentlon. The dawatared liquid raawasa are routed to the user's 
liquid radwaste sytm and resin dl7inq air is vented to the user's offl-gas 
syston. The HIJPAC System I$ designed to prevenrt uncrnrc-oled releases of 
radioactive mterials by manitar~ng.llquid levels In te wast container by a 
level Indicator. Ouring the waste filling opermtto, toe operator Is required 
to be stationed near the contmai panel and visual ly monitor the waste transfer 
procass observing the video manitor and =-a raciation manitor provided. Cajrts 
or other morns to cantain inaavertant sWilts and overflows will be provided by 
the user with floor drains routed to the user's liquid radwaste coIlecVon 

The conseauencsms of a waste dewacerinq container falur!t reiessng radicac-mve 
materialst a tV4Potabie water WUooly I$Ssite nent and will be evalu&ad 
for individual license applications. The staff finds torn MUPAC ameataring 
process and waste container design meat the recuire.,ent of SectIon Z0.106 of 
10 CFR Pan- 20, Section S0.3244 of 10 CPr Part 50, and General Oesign 
Criteria 60 and 6A of Appendix A to LU C.R Part, 50.  
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The design. ;preear, fabrication. tsuing &Jd operation of th MIUPA 

Syse Is acompishled under prescribed quality'assuranc:2 rwquirmnts which 

conform. to thle extent practicable. with the guidelines provided in Re'ulatory 

Guide 1.143 'Iesiqn Guidance for Radioactive Waste Maamt yt= 
Struc~ares and Copunefl macailed in Liqnt-Wdater-Cooled nluclear Pcower 

Plants.' The qual ity assurance program deflnes and controls'those elIements of 
MUPAC and their suppliers' perforianca unicil affect Mel quality of --he NUPAC 

syltmm.  

The design and arrangement of the NUPAE Sysa ccaonemtZ are based an 

maintaining tile-opermtor rama:lon exposure as low as is-relsonaoi'.  

aciieveble. The topical mrepo, provides a list of specific design and 
operakting features which were Incorporated to miniimize personnel radiation 

exposure., All active -, xnefrits are locted so they cani be easly accessed 

for caintmence. All pius, valves and ;pTing.can be flusled pmr-Gr to 

Inspet1n and ulintanance..  

The staf,1 also finds that XUPAC h~s adeecualy Identified Interfacs

Information and reaulrmnts wnich users should. provide..  

Upon Completion of the. staff review by MIsS of the SUPAC topical aeot n 
High Interity Containers, a separate Safety C':aluac'on -Report wi Il be 
provided to supplement this evaluation.  
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.7.  

.0 CONCLUSIOn 

Based On the foregoing evaluation, the staff finds the NUPAC Topic1l Report, 
M-0-P, Rev. 1. to be acceptable.  

The bases for our acusptance is our conclusion that the ifUPAC awatering 
SystR is designed and can be Operated In accordance wit current guidancs of 
applicable regulatcory guies, standard review plans, branch technical 
positions, and Federal regulations.  

The canability of the plant radioactive wases treatmnt systems to meet the 
requirements of Appendix r to 10 C7% Part SO with the NUPAC System in 
operation is site dependent and will be evaluated for individual licanse 
applications. In addition, the packaging and shipping of all processed wastes 
inchAing weste classification in a& rdail with the applicable ifacans of 
10 C7R Parts 61 and 71. and'49 C7R Parts L0-178awill be determined for 
fndividual licensa applications. The conssuaences of a potential waste 
container failure, releasing radioactive matearials to a potable water suoply 
Is also si:a dependent and w#1 be evaluated for Individual license 
appl ications.  

The Staff concludes that the f1UPAC Topical Report is accsatable for refe-enca 
in future license applications for lignt water reactors. Any application 
incorporating this report by reference sheuid include the following 
Information: 
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(1) .Any exceptions or deviations fra the NUPAC Topical Report, Rev. 1. dated 
June 1989.  

(2) raterfaces between 'Ue plant and the NUPAC Systam.  

(3) Location and arrangement drawings of the NUPAC System in the plant 
Including curtis or other means to contain inadvertant spills and 
overflows.  

(4) The wasta classificatton progrw to demnszt'ts that the solid westa 
prouct is classified in accordance with 10 C-R Part 61, Section 61.55 
and NRC Srmnch Technical Position an Waste Cassification.  

(5) Cascription of the solid waste produc= container to be used.  
(6) The capabilit of thte plant radioactive waste treatment system to meet 

the requirements of Appendix I to C-R Part S0 with the NUPAC System in 
operation.  

(7) The plant site Infor-oatn on potablLwatar suoply.  
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